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All these ‘covidiot’ cases and barely any photos selfies of the ‘ sick victims’ on social media…the entire social media networks should have been flooded with first
hand images of bodies, people in lines and suffering relatives. Biggest boomer hoax for the biggest bailout package in history! The current COVID media induced
panic  is the cover to scam idiot boomers who have replaced their brains with talmud vision 24/7 msm news networks to do their everyday thinking…its all
********.

CORONAVIRUS is a boomer hoax and has nothing to do with the wuhan plague or the kosher mullah malaria that is hi�ing Tehran boomers hard and fast  but
everything to do with the PETRODOLLAR!

The reality is that the NY, London and Telaviv stockmarket boomers are stealing the retirement of goyim boomers worldwide while telling them to hide in the
basement. USA LOST the petrodollar…the power to price and control the price of oil and the coronavirus hoax is the coverup for the stocmarket crash! All the
governors participating in this hoax should be recalled and a class action lawsuit should be filed against the media, CDC and Anthony Fraudci in hyping
causing mass panic and loss of business!!!

One currency to rule them all, One currency to price petroleum, One currency to bring the nation states in and in petrodollar debt bind them…. 

The US UK Israel petrodollar system collapsed overnight with the US military having no credible response to having its base bombed. A credible response is for
the US to have dealt death from the skies, destroying and severely deteriorating Iran’s ballistic launch capabilities or at the least a strike on its major oil
refineries. That did not happen. Why?

The US & UK airforce are outdated….in fact any conventional air force that relies on drones or stealth jets to deliver bomb payloads are outdated!

The purpose of an air-force is to bomb targets from the sky. Iranians have shown you can do it with ultra-cheap short  medium range ballistic missiles which are
nothing more than crap aluminum tubes filled with propellant, a low cost cell phone GPS guidance system and a big payload. You can make millions for the cost
of one stealth jet!

IRAN has all US, Israel and Saudi targets mapped and gave a demo of what they can do. By the time the shi�y F35s start their engines on a runway of a
worthless aircraft carrier, thousands of these missiles will be launched by Iran destroying all targets within minutes of declaration of TOTAL WAR!

THE PURPOSE OF STEALTH has been defeated. There is no deterrence against ballistic missiles which are faster then aircraft! So by the time the first wave of
stupid burger planes reach IRAN, all BURGER bases in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Israel and aircraft carriers will have been destroyed! Which means the USA cant
protect anything without losing everything!

TOTAL WAR even with a weak power like Iran means TOTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE WAR in which case everybody’s base gets destroyed and who ever pushes
the bu�on fastest gets to destroy the targets fastest and everything is over in less than an hour!  Since burgers dont have magic hollywood space lasers,
just piece of **** F35s and outdated carriers….burgers cant defend anything!  Because everything is over in less than  10 to 50 minutes of
declaration of WAR and burgers dont have any deterrence for TOTAL BALLISTIC MISSILE WARFARE, the burger bombers that do take off wont
have a carrier or airbase to return to…so burgers lose everything!

Trump killed a rook (solemani) in the game of geopolitical chess (which the Persians invented) and the mullahs in Tehran checkmated the USA and Israel by
making redundant the view that only very very expensive stealth jets can accurately deliver bombs with precision! No brainer right there…a plane requires life
support, complex systems just to support the idiot who is flying it to the target…a missile requires no stealth technology, its fast, accurate and deadly with no
deterrent! In one stroke the mullahs revealed that the entire US air-force is obsolete against TOTAL short/ medium range ballistic missile war!

We should have had ballistic missile carriers but we dont because greedy defense contractor boomers think they are the smartest defense planners when in fact
they just loved to build planes instead of realizing short range ballistic GPS guided precision missiles can do the same thing! But not  much profit in that of
course..

US air-force outdated = US ground troops outdated because they rely on US air-force for back up. So you have to withdraw = NO PETRODOLLAR.

NO PETRODOLLAR = US MILITARY HAS TO PAY FOR GAS IT BURNS = CANNOT PROJECT POWER WORLDWIDE WITHOUT PAYING FOR IT
IN REAL GOODS AND SERVICES = LOSS OF BEING THE ‘ONLY’ SAFE HAVEN RESERVE CURRENCY.

As of today the US cannot defend its bases in Iraq, Israel or Saudi Arabia…. US/UK/Israel/Saudis combined cannot protect anything without
losing everything!

That is called check-mate my friends. The petrodollar age has ended and the AGE OF THE PETROYUAN has begun. China copies everything the US does, they
wanted their Saudi Arabia and they got all of IRAN and IRAQ and now they will project power paying for the oil with yuan they print just for that purpose
alone. You can never buy Chinese t bills or bonds because  Emperor Xi won’t let you and will only lend on his terms.

Now Trump has to sign trade deal after trade deal because the world holds a massive amount of US securities and we have to supply real goods and services…
opening up oil fields for export, everything. Burgers have to become a land of farmers and oil workers to satisfy all the US dollar holdings out there because THE
ANGLO ISRAELI ZIONIST OILGARCHY LOST THE PETRODOLLAR by DESTROYING US CREDIBLE MILITARY DETERRENCE for the whole
world to see…the ability to provide ‘SEGURIDY’ AS HENRY KISSINGER would say.

Everybody now knows the US is just another power only burgers have their head up their asses. A big crash is coming our way and this time we DO NOT
HAVE THE PETRODOLLAR FOR RECOVERY LIKE WE HAD IN 2008!

The EVANGELICAL BIBLICAL APOCALYPSE has come and gone! The ‘biblical revelation’ of our times is the revelation that the GREAT SATAN as the
mullahs would call them have no power to price oil in the middle east anymore! The military humiliation and withdrawal comes next…its a Greek tragedy in
modern times…

Paraphrasing Thucydides

“A society that divides its warriors and scholars will have its wars planned by cowards and fought by fools” 
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That is true and accurate in the case of burgerland and its rulers!

Now that the petrodollar is lost, there will be no more middle class international travel, luxury vacations in Italy or boomer retirement cruise boat holidays like
before.  Not surprisingly all the boomer cruise boats were recalled back to harbor and all international tourist travel suspended because the international demand
for the dollar has dropped like a rock along with the price of oil.   Talmud vision watching goyim boomers hiding in their basements  from the seasonal flu while
NY, London and Telaviv bankster boomers steal their retirement in the form of a $2 trillion bailout is fun to watch. Boomers gonna boom so no empathy
here….they all get what they ******* deserve falling for this hoax and shu�ing the country down for nothing!  Unironically China is the chosen tribe’s new safe
haven to invest the petrodollar retirement they are stealing from goyim boomers…
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1. All of this can be solved by following the voluntary principle: If you are worried then stay home. If you are willing to assume the risk then go
to work.

Going to work means you may interact with people and thus get sick. It’s a risk. The other people at work took on this risk of their own choosing too.
Life is full of risks. Not going to work has its own obvious risks associated with it. Let people choose their own paths based on their own risk
tolerance and voluntary choices. Don’t impose your view via government force on those of us that peacefully disagree with you.

2. There have been 23,000 US deaths so far this year due to flu, 3,000 from coronavirus.

Worldwide stats are roughly in parallel. Legitimate population samples and common sense show that the virus has infected way more people than
reported by the immoral news organizations that make money off this hysteria. It is highly likely that REAL death rates are closer to .05 percent
rather than the oft-emphasized 3 percent (h�ps://web.archive.org/web/20210103010525/h�ps://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=share&v=RyTTbLA3AZY&app=desktop&�clid=IwAR1_Q5oH8D0sIf58rV3S6q9Ufmidnyu3ZBOGTMMLT0y9DpjUrPtBviGTSDo).

3. Social Distancing makes people distrust one another.

People that are afraid of each other are easier to control. We just had a house fire and while nobody will shake my hand because they’re afraid to
death of coronavirus, they’ll happily walk around in the burned down home without a respirator. Of course the burned down house is far more likely
to be an immediate and serious health threat. Anyone else see a problem here?

4. I have already seen certain local governments posting websites for all of us to tell on each other for congregating in groups.

My wife has had skeptical posts removed from Facebook. Sounds a lot like the secret police to me.

5. Will they soon be forcibly vaccinating my whole family even though there’s a huge chance I’m naturally immune to this virus already?

What if I don’t want the vaccine? What if I would rather develop a natural immunity? Am I going to be targeted (modern day witch hunt) as a bio
terrorist germ spreader if I want to contract the cold and let my body beat it on its own? Of course, since vaccines have all kinds of toxins in them and
since they’ll also get rushed to market in the hysteria, there’s a huge likelihood making me take the vaccine would do more harm than good. Is
anyone going to be held responsible for that if it were to happen?

6. Everyone’s job is “essential” to their own ability to put food on their table.

I’m tired of people telling my wife and I that her work as a realtor isn’t essential. Tell that to my kids. The government does not have a right to make
it illegal to work and then pretend to solve the problem by printing money it does not have. Of course, printing money only steals the purchasing
power of what li�le savings people do have in the bank to cover themselves during this absurd moment in time. How about just ge�ing out of the
way?

7. The first amendment to the constitution is supposed to guarantee the right of Americans to peacefully assemble with their fellow man.
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THAT IS, TO PEACEFULLY PROTEST AS A GROUP. What happens when I get together with >10 people to protest this insane coronavirus
lockdown that does nothing to stop the spread of a disease the government is likely 6 months behind? I would probably spend 6 months in jail and
everyone would tell me I’m trying to kill their grandparents. INSANE! There is no provision in the constitution that allows for this fundamental
human right to assemble to be ignored during the coronavirus or at any other time. Therefore, like most things the US government does, this is
fundamentally illegal nonsense.

8. The government has no money.

It has to steal everything it gets and since it’s in the red, it has to print the $2 trillion out of thin air. The one honest guy in the House of
Representatives, Thomas Massie, called this a huge wealth transfer from the masses to the rich with $1200 as the cheese in the trap. He is exactly right.
He is of course ge�ing slaughtered in the press for trying to force other representatives to at least put their names on the vote. Of course, the insane
bipartisan consensus of stupidity is slaughtering him for having enough integrity to ask for ACCOUNTABILITY. They just say he’s trying to make us
all sick by coming back to DC to vote! Again, Insane.

9. The Federal Reserve (the small group of economics PhDs who have the monopoly privilege to counterfeit money and falsely believe that they
can model human action as an equilibrium equation) just said they would backstop all debt.

So here we go again only this time it’s worse. Now the Fed has established three new lending facilities to buy corporate bonds.

So first they print the money to keep prices from falling in ’08 to a level where private citizens could afford houses. Then they bought up all the
mortgages (so the Fed really owns all the homes in America). Now they’re printing up more money to buy all the big companies. So soon the Fed will
own all the businesses because who can compete with a printing press. Who needs a communist revolution when you have central banking?

Welcome to 1984 in the central banking states of America.

(h�ps://web.archive.org/web/20210103010525/h�ps://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/coronavirus-panic.jpg?itok=wiXAXZzo)

10. And last, but not least, both Chinese and American politicians seem intent to blame each other for the virus. So maybe they’ll top it all of with
a cherry on top… another war anyone? Give it a few years I’m sure it’s coming. After all, Hitler took over when the Weimar Republic printed its
currency into oblivion. I don’t remember that working out too well.

People need to start pushing back against this insanity.
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